
Addingham Environment Group
Zero carbon Addingham

Notes of meeting Monday 22 February 2021 via Zoom

Present: John Sykes (chair), Rick Battarbee, Richard Walton, Mareike Schmidt, Jackie 
Olive

Apologies: Jan Hindle, Norman Jones

1. Matters arising from meeting on 4 January 2021

1.1 Carbon footprint and local businesses.
Focussing on the Town End Estate it was decided to write to Alastair McDowell of the 
managing agent, Westlake, to offer support to help them reduce their carbon footprint in 
general and specifically to help them reduce the EPC of their rental properties to at least D
before the legal requirement deadline of 2025.

               Rick
The proprietors of Plan-It- Earth and the Lime Kiln have both shown an interest in reducing
their Carbon Footprint. It was decided to contact them to ask them to gather data on their 
current Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions and offer to help them calculate their CF using a 
user-friendly calculator.

John
1.2 Solar Panels scheme with Carbon Action Ilkley (CAI!)
Rick reported an encouraging 5 people had responded to the offer from Leeds Solar to 
produce a quotation for domestic solar panels.

2. Addingham Carbon Footprint Calculator

Rick asked whether someone else could take on the ongoing promotion and collating of 
the Carbon Footprint records submitted by residents. There are currently 45 submissions.

All
Rick plans to email all contributors encouraging them to repeat the process to cover the 12
months of Lockdown using the same calculator as last time. 
There will also be an article in the next village newsletter and on the Civic society website 
to reinstate the project.         John / Rick
Mareike proposed that the group purchase a small number of free-standing energy saving 
devices/ smart meters which residents could hire for short periods to monitor their energy 
usage. It was decided to investigate prices and follow this up.          John /Rick

3. Addingham Primary School

Rick wrote to the headmistress on 2 February regarding the possibility of approaching 
Salix finance in the pursuance of  Solar Panels for the school. Michael Langdon, Chair of 
the school Resources committee replied to the effect that Solar Panels could not be a high
priority for the governors at the moment but that insulation and an enhanced heating 
system were a more pressing priority. Rick responded by saying the Zero Carbon group 
are keen to help in any way they can in regard to improving the energy efficiency of the 
school. Rick will maintain the dialogue with the school including pointing out that a Salix 
loan could be used for insulation and heating projects.      Rick



4. Electric vehicles and public charging points

Richard had contacted Instavolt, a supplier and maintainer of EV charging points, 
regarding the village and their opinion was that the footfall was insufficient to sustain public
charging points. It was felt that we should not pursue this at present.

5. Environment Weekend 15/16 May 2021

Invitations are to be sent imminently to: Zero Carbon Yorkshire, Climate Action Ilkley and 
Andy Boyle’s Otley Energygroup to attend the weekend.      John
As it is unlikely that we will be able to have a static base indoors for the weekend it was 
discussed whether displays and stalls could be erected in Marquees on the Church Field. 
Rick will discuss this with Gill Battarbee.  Rick

6. Any Other business

6.1 It was noted that the new Draft Bradford District Local Plan consultation has been 
published. The AEG steering group meets this Friday (26 February) afternoon to discuss it,
please send any comments to John or Rick before then. The Civic society Review group 
will discuss it further at their meeting in March. All

7. Date of Next meeting

After the meeting the date of the next meeting was proposed:

Monday 29 March at 5pm


